Prindle Releases State Fair Date And Committee

Allie Prindle, W. Chairman of the State Fair Committee, was present at the meeting of the Student Board of Finance, held Wednesday evening, a request being made by Mrs. Terry Grant for the cancellation of a rule which would reduce the amount of time during which the State Fair Committee was allowed to use the gymnasium. The request was denied. It was suggested to the committee that the gymnasium be used only during the day and that the committee be subject to the rules of the Student Board of Finance.

Library Requests Aid Of Students

Miss Mary Jean Elswood, librarian, has requested all students of the State University to support the library by donating any books which they no longer use. The library is in need of a large number of books and is unable to acquire them through the usual channels. The request is made in order to maintain the high standards of the library, which is of great importance to the students of the university.

Religious Clubs State Visitations

The religious clubs of the State University will be visiting several states during the course of the year. The purpose of these visits is to promote the growth of spiritual life among the students of the State University, and to foster a greater understanding of the religious traditions of the various states. The clubs will visit several states, including New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio, and will return with reports of their experiences.

Harpers Visits Language Center

Jane Harper, a student of the Language Center, has visited the center to inquire about the possibility of enrolling in the foreign language courses offered there. The center is well-equipped with modern language laboratories and offers courses in a variety of foreign languages.
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Freshmen To Stage "The Powdered Wig"

Harvey, Rubin To Stage Plays Tuesday Night

Life Of Jeanne d'Arc To Use Stylish Lights Setting An Experience

At the University on Tuesday night, Harvey, Rubin and Carosella will stage "The Powdered Wig," a play about the life of Jeanne d'Arc. The play is under the direction of Hugh G. Thompson, a member of the University faculty. The setting of the play will be in the style of the early 1800s, and the costumes will be made of period materials. The play will be presented in the University Theatre, and admission is free to all students.

Carnival Capers To Crown Fair As College Converts To Bazaar

Olga Students Invitations To Participate In This Year's Carnival, which will be held on Saturday, March 15, will be distributed to all students of the University. The carnival will feature a variety of activities, including games, rides, and food booths. The proceeds from the carnival will be used to support the University's student organizations.

Slate Visitations

Jr. and Sophomore visitations will be held this weekend, according to the schedule released by the Student Board of Finance. The visitations will be held in the Lounge, and all students are invited to attend. The purpose of the visitations is to foster a greater understanding of the student-faculty relationship and to promote a greater sense of community among the students of the University.

Religious Clubs

Religious clubs at the University will be holding visitations to several states during the course of the year. The purpose of these visits is to promote the growth of spiritual life among the students of the University, and to foster a greater understanding of the religious traditions of the various states. The clubs will visit several states, including New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio, and will return with reports of their experiences.

Rules Still Effective Says Grand Marshal

Humphrey, Jr., who was chosen as the Grand Marshal of the Homecoming parade, has stated that the rules of the parade will be enforced. The rules include no smoking in the parade, no drinking of alcoholic beverages, and no profanity. The Grand Marshal has also announced that there will be no dress code for the parade, and that all students are welcome to participate.
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Two weeks ago a plan was made in the State
College News and in Assembly for all a program
which one of the students initiated—a program
at the Alumni Home for Children. The response in
the magazine was overwhelming, in a subordinate
part of way. By the end of the semester, the students
have raised over $200 which is to be spent on
decoration for the party. The program itself
includes the expenditure of considerable amount of
time, a great deal of effort on the part of many,
and a lot of enthusiasm on the part of all. The

Wailing Wall...

Marks have come, and some familiar faces have
been in the hall recently. A long-awaited collec­
tion of flowers and resources has been held by
the Flower Show. It is the first of its kind, yet it
has been a great success. The flowers were
beautifully arranged and the arrangements
in the center were particularly impressive. The
collection is a remarkable one, and the students
are to be commended for their efforts.

State-Mint

State News:

Valentine's Day is fast approaching, and the
State News is making arrangements for the
annual Valentine's Day party. The party will be
held on Valentine's Day evening in the State
Union. The theme of the party will be "Love in the
Adirondacks," and the guests are expected to
wear costumes that reflect this theme. The

Common-Slater

The Common-Slater is a student-run publication
at the State University of New York College at
Binghamton. The Common-Slater is
published quarterly and covers a variety of topics
related to the college community. The next issue
will be released in late February, and it will
feature articles on campus life, student issues,
and community events.

College Calendar...
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while the Juniors will attend only Freshmen and Sophomores will attend two summer training periods. A commission in the Marine Corps College students an opportunity to earn the Marine Corps. All freshmen, during recruits for the Platoon Officer, Sergeant VanVranken, Schuylerville. Amltyville, Commerce.

First Lieutenant W. D. Pomeroy

Class of 1948

Lashinsky 32780

Quota = 32601

Betty Rose Hilt, '47, Herodias, Mary Telian, '47, make-up, Barbara Dunker, '48, lights and sets, Donald Bergin, '48, The charm, William Blasberg, '48; debate speaker, Elizabeth Harding, '47, will teach the旬on dynamics, Mary Jones, Telian, the Minutes of American Developments.

According to Rae Gluckstadt, '49, the American square dancing, to the Pale- man Club, has announced the can- a speaker for assembly, March 14. night at 7:00 P. M. in Hillel Hall.

Brandies, SCA Plan placements. Milt Alpert, head of the American square dancing, to the Pale- man Club, has announced the can- a speaker for assembly, March 14. night at 7:00 P. M. in Hillel Hall.

Students Obtain EB Placements. Mile Alpert, head of the American square dancing, to the Pale- man Club, has announced the can- a speaker for assembly, March 14. night at 7:00 P. M. in Hillel Hall.


Two thieves portrayed by Harry guago nearly bring their whole plan. Make Spanish "Interesting".


Rival Debaters To Vie For Points In Assembly Forum Revises Code To Provide For Expansion. To Give Speeches.

Debate Council To Meet Union.

Club Presidents Announce Plans. "Torquay" plays on the Forum stage on Tuesday night. Points are awarded for the winning team. "The."omg... was featured on the Forum stage on Monday night. Points are awarded for the winning team.
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BOULEVARD CAFETERIA

PHONE 3-1397

"BEST AND EAT AT THE BOUL"

190-200 CENTRAL AVENUE

ALBANY, N. Y.

TRIPLE SMOKING PLEASURE

HARRY CARMICHAEL

SMOKER TO THE WEEK IN LUANDA PRIEST'S "THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES"}

ALWAYS MILDER

BETTER TASTING

COOLER SMOKING

ALWAYS BUY CHESTERFIELD

ALL OVER AMERICA—CHESTERFIELD IS TOPS!
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Jones, Teilen Release Themes Of AD Plan

Impressionistic Dances, "Salome" Will Climb Tuesday Night Series

Announced for the Tuesday evening dance series at the Union Tuesday evening will feature the impressionistic dances which were celebrated in the 20th century and are considered the equivalent of modern impressionistic painting. The series will feature the impressionistic dances of American composers including "Salome," by Oskar Schindler, and "Tonality," by Edward Jacobowski. "Salome," by Oskar Schindler, and "Tonality," by Edward Jacobowski.

Nelson Attends Administrators' Annual Parley

Nelson, a member of the state Board of Education, attended the annual parley of college and university presidents and other state officials.

Debate Council To Meet Union

The debate council will meet on Tuesday night to discuss the results of the previous debate.

Club Presidents Announce Plans

The club presidents announced plans for the upcoming week, including a debate and a dance.

Music Classes To Produce Comic Opelette

The music classes will produce a comic opelette for the upcoming season.
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